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About This Game

Data mining 0 - casual minimalist puzzle in which you have to collect all the files that are not corrupted to exit the closed circle.
The player's goal is to collect all data files, avoiding obstacles and traps, after which the previously closed pass will open to pass

the level.

In Data mining 0:
- 50 levels

- Explosions
- Traps

- Portals
- Decelerators
- Accelerators
- Minimal art

- Cool Soundtrack
- Achievements
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Into Oblivion - Version 0.4 Update:
Hey, anonymous alcoholics! Today we are putting out the first version of the multiplayer for beta. That being said, a few things
aren't working just yet... like spectating and any other multiplayer mode -besides- One On One. Trying to start any other ones
will result in a hard crash. However, you should be able to start servers, join servers, and all that.

If you find any bugs, please report them on the community page or to bugs@coaguco.com, as per usual. We expect there may be
many.

Now we are focusing on getting spectator mode finished up and added in, then off to add the rest of the multiplayer modes.
Then, of course, polish and release.

For those who are curious, here is the change log for this update:

Added: various sound effects

Added: master server to CoaguCo API system

Added: server list browser to join interface

Added: multiplayer status board for game lobbies

Added: One on One multiplayer mode to game

Added: multiplayer betting interface

Added: hooks for multiplayer achievements

Added: stage variable for easier iteration

Added: all missing achievement hooks for singleplayer

Added: functionality to deal with ties

Added: trophy to game over scene

Changed: hosting games require you to set game mode before opening host lobby

Changed: removed unused Tutorial script

Changed: optimized some code

Changed: player talking animation duration and frames

Fixed: forfeit not working correctly

Fixed: multiplayer match updating singleplayer lifetime count

Fixed: lobby chat not working at all

Fixed: missing mouse cursor graphic

Fixed: changing "participation" as client changed it on host and other clients
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Fixed: weird bug where in Options 'Windowed' was replaced by 'Vitals'

Fixed: chat bubbles not showing up correctly

Fixed: player being able to join server when game is in progress

More soon!. Patch X.22.1 - Valentine's Day Update:

Happy Valentine’s day everyone!

A new event is starting today. For the next 2 weeks, various monsters and bosses in the Realms will drop Heart items.

You can stack these heart items up to 10 and then exchange them for Love Letters at the Tinkerer… or share them with other
players!

Love Letters can be stacked up to 20 and also be exchanged at the Tinkerer for pieces of the Valentine’s Day Archer Set:

Heartstruck Bow (UT)

Quiver of Dazing Love (UT)

Cupid’s Garments (UT)

Ring of Unbound Love (UT)

Bella’s Garden also now drops the unique Heart of Gold Prism!
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Valentine’s Event details:. Check out Not A Hero!:
Our friends over at Roll7 released Not A Hero today! It's the game that Broforce would have been if freedom was english. Fast
paced cover based 2d action shooter with exploding kittens!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pl3w5baycdw

For more information:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/274270/
. PATCH - 22/FEB/2016 - Version: 1.0.2.38:

Version: 1.0.2.38 is now live and contains the following additions and changes.

This is just another quick little patch addressing a few requests to have an option to turn off puzzle piece rotation and having
achievements retroactively activate if the puzzle was completed before the previous patch's achievement fix.

Full list of additions and changes:

1. Option to turn off piece rotation in options menu.

2. Fixed options menu active option highlights not showing.

3. Achievements will now retroactively activate in the puzzle select menu if a puzzle was completed before the previous
1.0.1.37 patched version.

Enjoy!!!. Special Attacks Demonstration:
Hey folks!

Hope our heroes in the US are enjoying, or about to enjoy their Fourth of July weekend!

Here is another quick peek at special attacks you will be able to perform in the early access version of BE THE HERO!

Demo 1
Demo 2
Demo 3

Thunder Rush - Will let you charge up your sword, and rush towards and attack several enemies at once.*

Thunder Strike - Will let you charge up you're sword, and blow back several enemies as you strike the ground.*

*You can do these attacks in mid-air as well.

We wouldn't have been able to come up with this without your helpful feedback, so thank you all!
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More updates to come!
Cheers!. Engine update and accessibility screen.:
Ren’py is updated to 7.2.2.!

With the “A” key, you’ll get a menu (the accessibility screen) where you can change the default font for Dejavu Sans or
Opendyslexic. The text size can also be changed.
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